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About This Game

Snailiens have traveled from across the universe in search of a scrumptious snack. Who could have known it would be Earth's
succulent cabbages? They'll stop at nothing to get their mucus covered tentacles on our little green treasures!

Snailiens is a high energy, tower defense shooter built from the ground up for VR. It combines the intensity of a shooter with a
more tactical approach in tower placement and upgrades. A powerful weapon and tower elemental system offers nearly limitless
ways to play! Get the Snailiens wet and then zap them or cover them in flammable goo then blow them up! You choose how you

want to fight off the tentacled invaders.

Features:

Play how you want with an arsenal of crazy weapons and towers. Think tactically by building walls and placing towers to
force Snailiens down your gauntlets of death.

An advanced elemental system adds complexity and depth to your strategy.

Enjoy a wacky story of aliens and their hunger for our cabbage. It’s a heartwarming tale of aliens just searching for
somewhere to call home.

Devise strategies to handle many types of Snailiens armed with different abilities!
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Title: Snailiens
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
562 Interactive
Publisher:
562 Interactive LLC.
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX-8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 or Radeon 290x or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

English
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Great game. I fell in love with its predecessor, Treasure Adventure Game, and Treasure Adventure World, so far, is a fantastic
experience of the same core gameplay elements. I love the exploration aspect, the music, and the atmosphere. The game is fun,
and it's hard not to pull yourself away without exploring what's on the next island.

***Update***
Okay.. I know I've played Treasure Adventure Game before, but as I've continued to play Treasure Adventure World, it's
coming back to me why I love this game.

It's the adventure! I don't know how else to describe it, but there's moments where you are exploring an island, and you run up
against a puzzle you're not sure you're capable of passing, and then, you just think, whatever! and you just set sail.

Those beautiful ocean waves carry you to the next island, to where you'll find something completely different! Perhaps you'll
find some surly cactus, or perhaps you'll find a a city with people wishing for something more. Maybe you'll find a hammock to
hang in, and then you come out at night, with GREAT music that becomes familiar, and makes you excited to explore more.

Although you are linearly led simply because, like many metrodvania-like games, you can only do so much in an area without
coming back, but, this game does a tremendous job not making this contrived, and you genuinely look forward to exploring the
same areas again when you have a cool magic bottle, a shovel, or maybe just a top hat.

Highly recommended if you like adventure.. kinda like another airship battling game. -_-. its soo fun but no one plays it no more
i do and i love zombies but no one plays it whatever i still have fun
. This game feels very early access, but that's okay- it's still fun, and shows a lot of potential!

I'm excited to see what happens as it grows. :). the game ho my god it is so cool oh my god it is so scary than fanf. Tycoon is one
of my favorite genre from childhood, when i was young i had tycoon anthologhy with different sorts. So when i saw Porno
Studio Tycoon in steam, it caused nostalgic reaction with smyle on my face, because of theme this strategy.
Graphic nice as for tycoon, with style, but standart for this genre. The most intersting things - is gameplay. In the beginning you
rent a flat and take a shot of your first scenes, and edit your first video. Depending on the success of your movie, you wil get a
sales earnings and take a chance to hire new staff thereby expanding your bisness.
If we sum up - Porno Studio Tycoon solid representative of the genre, in which you can spend hours of your free time!. This
reminds me of the good old days. Now I am reminded of how old I am. It is worth a play.. I've only played this in solo mode so
far, but I enjoyed it. You're on a space station on which something went wrong and you're trying to fix it. It really doesn't have
much story and it doesn't really have puzzles but I like the way you move around at first by pushing yourself off objects. The
single player mode is extremely short (20 mins?), but at less than 2.- EUR it won't break the bank and is worth trying out.. I
haven't played much (yet), but what I have isquite fun.. One of the easier charicters and much like his Frieza saga counterpart
his assist is good and he is a good rush down charicter (might be better than the other Vegetas) hes pretty easy to play too so if
you suck at fighting games and mash buttions and spam auto combos (like me) then hes for you.
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I usually don't take the time to leave reviews on games. But I thought I should in this case.

First I'm a casual VR gamer. Just recently got into VR and really love it! This is the first multiplayer game I actually REALLY
REALLY love playing, for either 10 mins or 3 hours. It has enough mix of strategy and action, which doesn't take long to get,
that even the most advanced or casual VR gamer will enjoy. The moving around takes a little getting used to, but once you get it
-- it's so fun! I find myself jumping from building to building and almost falling over in my own living room, hah!. At the end
of the match I usually have sweat dripping off my head. To me, that is as fun as it gets!

You must try this one!. I wish it had Workshop support. So much potential Does Ubisoft ever open their games to modding?.
After a shaky start this game is really shaping up to become a great game but still needs quite a lot of work before it gets there,
its sort of similar to star wars episode 1 racer with modern graphics and with a track editor in the works too I can't wait to see
what people will come up with.:). This game is quite interesting, and I enjoyed the time I put into it. But, there are some flaws.
Some levels are particularly long and boring, just mazes that you need to find your way through with no real challenge. Enemies
are incredibly easy to abuse and rarely introduce any challenge. The only time enemies are a problem is when there is water
involved, since it makes you both loud and slow.

Also, nothing is ever really explained. I was hoping that when I completed the game I would learn something more about who I
was, who the enemies were, why I was doing what I was doing or even, ultimately, what I was doing at all. But the game offers
no explanations for any of this. Instead, it offers a "light world" variant of the same levels with extra enemies in. Which, as I've
already established, adds practically no difficulty. I cannot be bothered playing the same 40 levels a second time just to see if
anything is explained after that, but I doubt it is.

. This game is just simply a masterpiece. Truly immersive Tsar Bomba experience!
The gameplay is very well made and the game mechanics are easy to learn but hard to master.
Graphics are modern and the sound effects are the icing on the cake, It's eye candy! + It offers RTX support ;)
If you are looking for mil-sim/bomber-sim/strategy/competitive game, look no further! This game has everything you could ask
for! 10/10 ! -Vaesky. quot;2+2 is 4 minus 1 that's 3, Quick maths."
~Big Shaq, 2017. Though the game may not be too complex which makes it easy to pick up and get into,the AI can be a
challenge.The developers have fixed most if not all problems the moment they arise and are supporting the game well and of
course more nations could be added to expand the game if they want.Great game would highly recommend for the cheap price
too.. the flight is a little hard to master at first, but a while in it gets really fun "zhooj"ing around woglinde
once you learn the controls its pretty fun
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